
WEBCON BPS 2021 R3 
history of changes for version 2021.1.3.205 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime. 

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

New features 
[Plugins] 

l Description property was added to the model of two SDK objects: FormElement 
and ColumnInfo. As a result, now you can download the description of a form 
field or a column.  

 

Bug fixes 
[Portal] 

l Fixed an error that allowed users to delete attachments that they shouldn't 
have the ability to delete. 

 

l Fixed an error in dashboards related to a link in the text field (the Rich Text Edit 
field). The error caused that a JavaScript code embedded in the link was 
executed whenever a user opened the dashboard. After the change, the code 
is removed.  



 

l Secured exporting item lists, SQL tables, and reports from Excel from Formula 
Injection attacks. Now, all formulas exported in this way will be preceded with 
a ' sign. 

 

[Modern form] 

l Fixed a text wrapping error in technical form fields (Long type) in the element 
history.  

 

l Fixed incorrect operation of the ‘ShowErrorDetails’ global parameter which in 
some cases caused displaying a detailed description of the error in the system. 
After the change, only brief information about the error is displayed.  

 

l For a Choice field in Dropdown behavior and a Choice tree column, an error 
was occurring after typing in the name of an option and selecting it. The bug 
has been fixed. 

 

[Designer Studio] 

l Fixed a save error of the form field configuration in Designer Studio when using a 
rule with the CONCAT function. 

 

l Fixed plugin export bug occurring when exporting related applications using 
SDK plugins. If one of the applications was not selected for the export, the 
screen for selecting plugins to export was not displayed. As a result, the plugins 
were not added to the export package, and when the user tried importing this 
package, they encountered an import failure. 
 
After the fix, the screen for selecting plugins to export is always displayed 
(regardless of exporting related applications), and if an import fails, the system 
displays logs containing error details. 
 
 
After the fix, the window for choosing which plugins should be imported is 
always displayed, and if the application import fails, the system displays error 
logs in the import window. 

 

l Fixed an import error related to the incorrect display of application elements on 
the “Imported applications and processes” list. If a given application element 
e.g. presentation layer was deselected during the file export it still appeared on 
the list during import and could be deleted.  

 

[Processes] 



l Fixed an issue with the "History of Changes" window for processes. The list of 
changes after the first import of a package should now expand correctly. 

 

[Actions] 

l Fixed an error that occurred when invoking the SOAP service method. Array 
parameters without a value will now be treated as SingleItem instead of 
ComplexObject  

 

l Fixed an error with incorrect operation of the “Printout a barcode label” action. 
Barcode printing service for Cloud using SignalR printed two barcodes during 
the execution of one action. After the change, the code is printed once.  

 

[Rules] 

l Fixed the "Index was out range" error that occurred for business rules that 
restricted the required status of form fields ('Editability and requiredness' tab of 
the form field configuration). 

 

[Mobile app] 

l Fixed a login security error for Android and iOS mobile applications. The error 
was related to the ‘redirect_uri’ parameter that allows for passing any page to 
which a user will be redirected with a filled token.  

 

[Service] 

l Improved checking if the initialization of a connection to Solr in the SharePoint 
environment is required.  

 

l Fixed an error related to the lack of translations in multilingual choice fields in 
mass e-mail notifications.  

 

l Fixed a display error of instances in the “Recent activities” section. Entries for 
archived instances were also visible on the list.  

 



WEBCON BPS 2021 R3 
history of changes for version 2021.1.3.188 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime. 

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Bug fixes 
[Portal] 

l Fixed filtering by calculated columns on Portal reports. Additionally, columns 
that cannot be searched should no longer appear in the 'Search panel' tab of 
the report's configuration. 

 

l Fixed a date conversion error that occurred when setting several technical form 
fields simultaneously. Queries that update data in form fields have been 
delayed – they are executed after setting dependent fields and invoking form 
rules on value change.  

 

[Modern form] 

l Restored the ability to pass the item list ID as a string for the following JS API 
functions: SubelementDelete, SubelementInitialization, SubelementCountRows, 
SubelementHasRows, DeleteSubelementRows. Poprawiono działanie funkcji 
DeleteSubelementRows. 



 

l Fixed an error related to incorrectly displaying the version history of an item list. 
The mechanism for downloading historical versions of the item list from the 
instance history has been standardized. If changes were made to a given 
historical version, they are downloaded directly from the history (the 
WFElementHistoryDetails table). If there are no changes – the history of the last 
version before the given one is taken into account.  

 

[Designer Studio] 

l Fixed an error when starting Designer Studio in the wscache mode by a local 
user.  

 

[Processes] 

l Fixed an issue that prevented applications with unsupported characters in the 
package name from being imported - unsupported characters in package 
names will be ignored. 

 

[Actions] 

l Fixed an error related to incorrect operation of timeout actions (when 
processing tasks by queues). There is additional logging of such actions when 
the time of the next start is less than a minute. The method of calculating the 
start time of the next timeout has been changed – the current database time is 
not recalculated from the local service time based on the shift relative to the 
database server time zone, but it is the time of taking the task from the timeout 
queue.  

 

l An Event Viewer "Error" regarding sending e-mails to external users has been 
changed to a "Warning" - the action always functioned correctly, but 
misleading errors were logged in the event viewer. 

 

[Data sources] 

l Fixed an error related to the configuration of REST data sources after migration 
to version 2021. The migration script has been added that selects elements of 
the REST data source collection.  

 

l Fixed an issue in Designer Studio in wscache mode which caused an error in 
testing the SOAP data source connected to the picker and an error in its 
operation on the form. 

 

l The JSON expression editor for REST data sources should now open correctly. 

 



[Service] 

l Fixed an error related to the Solr indexation process. It occurred when trying to 
assign multiple values to a single-valued field. After the change, in such a 
situation index will be deleted and reprocessed.  

 



WEBCON BPS 2021 R3 
history of changes for version 2021.1.3.178 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime. 

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Changes to existing features 
[Modern form] 

l The screen scrolling behavior in OCR verification preview has been restored 
from version 2021.1.2. 

 

New features 
[Actions] 

l A new global parameter has been added to the configuration database: 
ImportValidateAppProcPresUniqueness. When importing an application 
between different content databases, it is responsible for checking whether 
processes with the same GUIDs are imported. By default this mechanism is 
turned on. 

 



Bug fixes 
[General] 

l Improved the efficiency of AD synchronization. 

 

l Fixed a bug on the Classic form which caused the error message to be 
displayed incorrectly. 

 

l Fixed a bug that allowed the user license limit to be exceeded for Designer 
Desk.  

 

l Fixed an OAuth2 authentication error when selecting "Application" (App) type. 

 

[Portal] 

l Fixed an issue which prevented from finding the user in the configuration of the 
application with API access. 

 

l Fixed a display error of the bar containing the search field. 

 

l Fixed an error caused by creating a Webcon Apps subscription with the word 
"designer" in its name.  

 

l Fixed a Dashboard bug with displaying empty places of start buttons of 
companies to which the user has no access. 

 

l Fixed a bug which caused an error message to appear when changing a set 
value of a column on the item list. 

 

[Modern form] 

l Fixed a bug which caused the lack of option to set a column on an item list as a 
technical column. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the item list related to setting fields based on the data imported 
from an Excel file. 

 

l Fixed a display error of the horizontal form fields layout in a group on an 
archived workflow instance. 



 

l Fixed bug concerning an incorrect configuration of the rule when adding 
validation on path.  

 

l Fixed a bug in the item list where the picker column with a user's data source 
did not set dependent fields correctly.  

 

[Designer Studio] 

l Fixed a "Sequence contains no elements" error appearing when adding a form 
rule related to an item list.  

 

l Fixed a bug that allowed SharePoint form selection in Designer Studio installed 
in standalone mode. 

 

l Fixed an error which prevented saving a business rule in which the "Select 
values" function was used. 

 

l Fixed an issue where additional BPS data source columns were not displayed for 
picker form fields when using a test query. 

 

[Form fields] 

l Fixed a bug in the picker field of the item list in single-row editing mode, which 
caused the value not to be displayed when using a filter. 

 

[Actions] 

l Fixed a bug in substitutions handling when the account in the AD of the 
replaced person has been deleted and it's missing in the 
CacheOrganizationStructure. 

 

l Fixed an issue which caused an external user to be removed from the BPS User 
list after being added to a group using an action. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the "Add SP privileges" action which caused that privileges were 
added only for one of several users selected with a form field. 

 

[Plugins] 

l Fixed a bug in the Outlook Add-In which caused that searching for choice field 



values when mapping form fields didn't work.  

 

[Web Part] 

l Fixed an error that appeared after saving a report to which a filter based on 
"Choice field" or Person or group" form fields was added, if the "Allow multiple 
values" option was selected in their configuration. 

 

[Service] 

l Fixed a service error that caused problems with the operation of HotMailBoxes 
and HotFolders. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the "Archive workflow instances" action, which caused the 
archived fields which were in non-expandable groups to not be displayed. 

 

[Designer Desk] 

l Fixed a bug which caused the lack of fronton license to prevent from entering 
the Designer Desk. 

 

l Information about the necessity to have a license for Designer Desk has been 
added. 

 



WEBCON BPS 2021 R3 
history of changes for version 2021.1.3.163 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime. 

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

l Changes introduced in this version will break the compatibility of the Export-
Import mechanism. Exported process packages created in versions 2021.1.2.x 
and older cannot be imported to the newest system version.  
In order for an import to be possible, update the environment to the newest 
version and export the processes again. 

 

l From version 2021 R3, WEBCON Designer Desk requires an active dedicated 
Designer Desk CAL license.  
After updating the system, it will not be possible to use WEBCON Designer Desk 
without active licenses.  

 

l Manually stopping the java.exe or jstack.exe process may be required while 
updating the system.  
This operation is necessary to update the Java libraries’ version.  

 

l The latest system version requires the FineReader 11 component in version 
11.1.19.72.  
Before upgrading the system, make sure that the appropriate version of 
FineReader 11 is installed. If not, upgrade FineReader 11 - the minimum version 



can be downloaded from: 
https://community.webcon.com/downloads/abbyy_2021.zip. 

 

l This update changes the SOLR search database structure. 
During the update, it will be necessary to provide the SOLR database admin's 
password in order to update the database and correctly complete the update 
process. 
Depending on the size of the SOLR database, this update may take some time. 

 

Changes to existing features 
[General] 

l The name of a variable representing the form field database identifier was 
changed from DB-ID to DB-Field ID. The operation of the variable remains 
unchanged.  

 

l The method of adding texts containing configuration translations (e.g. form field 
names) to the SOLR search database has been altered. Currently, when placing 
configuration values in the SOLR index, text in the language resulting from the 
application language settings is added. Updating the values of elements 
already in the SOLR database requires manual re-indexing of the database.  

 

[Portal] 

l The operation of the Import-Export mechanism has been altered in the case of 
data from reports dedicated to dictionary and document templates processes. 
Currently this action is only possible for Process Business administrator or Global 
Business administrator. 

 

l The design of the check-boxes used in the system configuration (reports, start 
buttons, dashboards, etc.) has been altered. 

 

l Improved the BPS ID validation of local groups after their update. From now on 
this validation will only be performed when creating new BPS groups. 

 

l For all newly created application reports, the default option for the number of 
lines displayed per page will be set to "Dynamic". 

 

l The design of the step icons displayed in the application reports has been 
changed.  

 



l Two predefined color themes have been introduced: "WEBCON Dark" and 
"WEBCON Light". Based on those predefined themes you can create your own 
color themes for WEBCON BPS Portal (after cloning the original theme), however 
the basic themes are not editable. When migrating to the latest version of the 
system, previous Dark and Default themes will be replaced by the "WEBCON 
Dark" and "WEBCON Light". If Dark or Default themes were previously modified 
by the system administrator, during the migration they won't be overwritten. 
"WEBCON Dark" and "WEBCON Light" themes will be created independently.  

 

l The operation of substitutions created by service has been altered. They now 
present the display name not the user login and their behavior has been made 
uniform with the substitutions created by the Portal.  

 

[Applications] 

l The method of creating filters in application reports was changed when the 
range filter and the value filter are set at the same time. Currently, when such a 
filter configuration is used, the engine will generate a filter query in the [Value 
from the value filter] AND [Value from the range filter] form.  
In other cases, the method of creating a query remains unchanged.  

 

l In the case of a large number of views defined in the application report, a scroll 
bar will always be visible in the view selection window. 

 

[Modern form] 

l The behavior of the "Floating point" form field with the amount formatting set 
has been altered. Currently, the entered numerical value is verified in terms of 
correct formatting while typing. The system blocks the entry of characters other 
than digits, the decimal separator character or the minus sign. 

 

l When changing the form type from Classic to Modern, information that the filter 
"Dynamically defined person by login" of the "Absence chart" form field is no 
longer supported was added. To maintain functionality, the "Dynamically 
defined person by ID" field has to be configured.  

 

[Designer Studio] 

l The behavior of the Import-Export mechanism in terms of transferring the 
companies' definitions when importing a process template has been altered. 
Currently when importing process as a template, the definition of the 
companies which are not directly related to the imported process is not 
transferred.  

 



l In the process tree context menu it is now possible to choose creation of 
absence processes, dictionaries and document template processes. 

 

[Form fields] 

l The rules for setting form fields related to a choice field have been changed 
after entering a value to a choice field.  
Values in the choice fields are stored in the ID#Name form. The value in the 
choice field can be set in several ways: as a default form field value, as a value 
entered on the form, by the “Change value single field” action, and by the 
initialization of the item list (for choice item list columns).  
Currently, when entering an ID (no name) or Name (no ID) to a choice field – 
form fields related to this field will always be set to the indicated source value.  
If the choice field is set to a value in the ID#Name format, the behavior 
depends on the context of the invoke.  
For the form field whose default value is ID#Name, related form fields will not 
be set. If the value of ID#Name is entered in a different way (entered by a user, 
changed by a rule, changed by an action), related form fields will be set. 
For the item list whose default value is ID#Name or the item list initialization 
value is ID#Name, related form fields will not be set. If the value of ID#Name is 
entered in a different way (entered by a user, changed by a rule), related form 
fields will be set. 

 

[Actions] 

l The "Start workflow manually" action has been altered. Additional configuration 
is currently entered via TextUrlEncode, instead of the SQL mode. 

 

l User list synchronization mechanism used to handle the mapping of the 
additional fields downloaded from AD/AAD has been modified. Currently, such 
property names must contain the initial phrase 'extension_'. 
 
The number of available COS_ExtensionAtrribute fields has also been extended 
from 15 to 30.  

 

l E-mail notification sending action behavior has been altered. Currently if a 
given user is entered as CC, he will always receive the e-mail as CC even if 



there are no direct TO recipients (e.g. because of BPS language settings). 

 

l The address validation behavior on Modern form when using a "Hyperlink" 
action configured to transfer to another site within the same root domain has 
been modified. Currently validation is disabled.  

 

[Service] 

l Added a function of removing only successful or finished with error entries in the 
WFElementTimeouts table during maintenance hours. Elements older than 30 
days will be purged.  

 

[Designer Desk] 

l The list of people that can be selected in the "Person or group" form field used 
on the WEBCON BPS Designer Desk form has been limited. The list was limited to 
the immediate supervisor, direct subordinates and the user who launched the 
prototype. 

 

Information 
[General] 

l Updated a version of the SOLR search engine to 8.8.2 and a version of Java 
libraries to 16.0.1. This change introduces the latest performance and security 
improvements of those components. Because of this update, it is recommended 
to re-index the SOLR database – the process depends on the database size and 
can be time consuming.  

 

l Swagger component version has been upgraded. This change introduces the 
latest security fixes for this component. 

 

l The [WFD_IsFax] and [WFD_ActionTime] columns have been removed from the 
WFElements and WFHistoryElements tables. The columns were not used in the 
system. 

 

l The following functions has been added to the Archive database structure: 
ClearWFElem, ClearWFElemAdv, ClearWFElemAdvLanguage, ClearWFElemExt, 
ClearWFElemID, ClearWFElemIDAdv, ClearWFElemIDExt, 
ConvertToSafeDecimal, FormatDecimal, GetDateFromSubColumn, 
RemoveDiactrics, Split, SplitToTable. 

 



New features 
[General] 

l Introduced the ability to use OAuth2 authentication in the context of a current 
user when invoking REST services of external applications.  
 
The first element of the introduced solution is the ability to define the 
configuration for “Authentication” in the OAuth2 standard – available from the 
level of WEBCON BPS Designer Studio in the “Data sources” tab.  
Two types of authentication can be defined: User -> API which allows you to 
operate in the context of the currently logged in user, and App -> API which 
allows you to communicate with an external system as an application.  
 
 

 
 
 
In both cases, the configuration allows you to enter the appropriate Client ID 
and Client Secret parameters, and URL addresses to which the authentication 
requests will be directed. Addresses in “Authentication request endpoints” can 
be entered in two ways: 
1. By directly entering these addresses: address for authentication, address for 
obtaining a token. 
2. If the identity provider provides an auto-discovery document following the 
Open ID Connect standard (Discovery document in JSON format), you can 
enter the URL address of this document in the configuration. Then, addresses 
related to this authentication will be downloaded from this file.  
 
In the case of User -> API authentication, you can provide one of the 
predefined configuration templates. Currently, there are two predefined 
identity provider templates – Google Identity and Microsoft Identity. If you 
select the template, there is no need to enter the invoke addresses. They will be 
automatically loaded based on the Discovery document provided by 
Microsoft or Google identity platforms.  
 
 



 
 
 
The created Authentication configuration can be used in REST connection 
definition and then in actions or data sources using this connection.  
 
 

 
 
 
Another element is the “OAuth2 Authentication” form field that allows a user 
working on the form to log in and obtain an authentication token from an 
external system. The token is necessary for the correct communication of REST 
services.  
 



 
 
 
In the form field configuration, indicate the type of authentication.  
 
 

 
 
 
Additionally, it is also possible to define additional scopes of privileges. The list 
of scopes set in the form field configuration overwrites the scopes defined in the 
authentication configuration. When defining scopes, remember to include all 
scopes required for proper operation in actions or REST sources. If several REST 
actions with different required scopes but working on the same connection are 
running, specify the sum of these scopes in the form field configuration.  
If the authentication on the selected REST connection is defined based on the 
template (e.g. Microsoft or Google), then during authentication two necessary 
scopes will be added to the configured list: profiles and email.  
 
The „OAuth2 Authentication” form field can work in three modes: User, 
JavaScript, and User + JavaScript.  
In the User mode, the form field displays a button that allows a user to log into 
the configured authentication provider and then shows the user an appropriate 
status. In this mode, operation from the level of Form rules (or JavaScript) is 



limited – it is possible to invoke the authentication process with the 
Authenticate rule, but it is not possible to download an access token obtained 
in this process from the JavaScript level.  
 
 

 
 
 
In JavaScript mode, the button for the form field is not displayed. However, all 
Form rules (and JavaScript) work, including the GetToken rule that allows you to 
programmatically download an access token obtained during user 
authentication. 
 
User + JavaScript mode is a combination of the above two. All functionalities of 
both modes are then available.  
 
The last elements are AUTHENTICATE functions available for form rules operating 
in the Form rule mode, 
 
 

 
 
 
and the Authenticate, Is Authenticated, Get Token functions available for form 
rules in JavaScript mode.  
 



 
 
 
The functions allow you to log in to the indicated user account, verify the status 
of this operation, and obtain the access token.  
All described configuration elements allow you to handle most business 
scenarios when the integration with an external system using a user account 
and the OAuth2 standard is required.  

 

[Portal] 

l Added a new start page of WEBCON BPS Portal administration panel. 

 

l It is now possible to download the Modern Web Parts installation file directly 
from the WEBCON BPS Portal administration panel. 



 

l The color themes of WEBCON BPS Portal now include an option to specify colors 
of the background displayed below the system logo. 

 

l Configuration of the appearance of application dashboards has been 
enhanced with the option to set vertical alignment of the embedded elements. 
This configuration is available to each dashboard column and elements 
placed in it can be centered or aligned to the top. Additionally in the 
configuration of each element embedded in the dashboard it is possible to 
define custom margins, which results in setting any displacement of the 
dashboard element in relation to other elements.  

 

[Applications] 

l The option to block a header displaying calendar days was introduced in 



absence chart reports. The header is always visible when scrolling the page 
content.  
This feature is not available in Internet Explorer.  

 

[Modern form] 

l The item list was improved with manual sorting of data saved in the list. Sorting 
can be set by the user on any column: ascending, descending or default 
(according to the configuration settings of the item list).  

 

l In the instance history view the header displaying steps has been docked in 
such a way that it is always visible when scrolling the page.  
This functionality is not available in Internet Explorer. 

l For text and numeric form fields and item lists' columns it is now possible to 
define a placeholder text which is displayed when the form has not been yet 
filled with a value. Additionally it is possible to define the style of the screen 
keyboard displayed on mobile devices when entering values.  



 

l Information about the form type was added to the form for newly registered 
instances. Form type name is displayed where the instance number is visible 
after registering the instance in the system. 

 

l It is now possible to change the location of the image type form field's name. 
Configuration which includes "Next to" or "Above" options is available in 
WEBCON BPS Designer Studio.  

 

l List of custom icons for the menu button on the Modern form has been 
expanded.  



 

[Designer Studio] 

l The engine of the Export-Import mechanism has been changed. Changes 
increase the efficiency and speed of the entire mechanism. As a result of the 
modification, the time needed to environment analyze during the export and 
import of a package was reduced, and thus the total time needed to transfer 
the application configuration to the target environment.  
The mechanism of creating a mapping list and presenting connections 
between processes has been completely changed. This eliminates problems 
that appear if a user unchecks part of the definition of the transferred 
application in the list of imported elements.  
Increased the scope, detail of information, and method of logging operations in 
the diagnostic mode.  
All changes were introduced with the same user interface.  

 

l It is now possible to define a list of attachment extensions which can be entered 
into the system by users. Configuration of allowed or disallowed extensions is 
available in the System settings -> Global parameters -> Attachments tab. The 



default setting allows to add attachments with any extension. 
The configuration also allows to set the maximum size of the attachment. 
The list of available extensions is defined globally for all processes. The 
maximum size of the attachment however can be independently defined 
globally or only for selected processes (Process -> Settings ->Maximum 
attachment size). 

 

l In the starting elements' context menu in WEBCON BPS Designer Studio it is now 
possible to choose the type of the form if the workflow has more than one form 
type defined.  

 

l The shortcut of the context-sensitive opening of the configuration (CTRL+G) has 
been improved with the possibility to provide an instance link and a quick 
transition to the configuration of the process to which this instance belongs.  

 

l The option to use the expression editor displayed in a new window was added 
to the configuration of the “local attachments” and “related attachments” 
type of item list columns. 



 

l In the graphical rule wizard, information about the type of rules in use has been 
added to the tooltip.  

 

l A visual marking of inactive actions has been added to the configuration 
usage search tree. The name of an inactive action is displayed with a gray 
background.  

 

l In the configuration of the "Data table" and "Data row" form fields it is now 
possible to move the visible columns to the top or bottom of the list. 
Additionally after saving the configuration the list of available columns will be 
sorted so that at the top of it columns marked as visible will be placed.  



 

l The ability to remove a SOLR index has been added for an instance from the 
WEBCON BPS Designer Studio level. 

 

[Form fields] 

l The configuration of the item list initialization and the action of changing the 
value of the item list has been expanded with the usage of any data sources. As 
a part of the extension it is possible to filter data source and set mapping 
between the source and item list columns in order to specify the method of 
supplying the item list with the values from the source.  

 

[Actions] 



l The option to set a language of the e-mail content was introduced in the “Send 
a custom e-mail” action. The configuration allows you to select the application 
language or a specific translation language. 

 

l The option to use the flag "Works elsewhere" has been added to the action of 
adding an Exchange calendar entry.  

 

[Rules] 

l In the Form Rules functionality a variable has been implemented which returns 
information whether the form is displayed in the compact mode (all form fields 
are displayed in a single column). 

[Data sources] 

l The functionality of the REST data sources has been extended. As a part of the 
extension it is possible to load the service definition based on the data from 
Swagger, define request and response as a table. The support for nested 
collections and objects not being collections was also added.  



 

[Plugins] 

l It is now possible to install add-ons for Microsoft Word and Microsoft Outlook 
from the Microsoft Edge browser.  

 

[Designer Desk] 

l New functions have been added to the WEBCON BPS Designer Desk. As a part 
of this extension, the information available in the field tooltips was extended 
with a detailed description of conditions provided in the configuration, 
prototype start buttons were simplified, the option to configure the question 
and answers list of the survey field was added, the display of system columns 
and the context menu on the form field matrix were added also.  

l Added video tutorials that present the process of creating application 
prototypes.  



l Introduced the option to use a tutorial that will help the user create the 
application prototype. 

 

API 

l Public REST API has been expanded. As a part of the expansion methods were 
introduced to download information about configured reports, views and 
dashboards, and to download list and companies' metadata. Information 
about the step type has also been added to the metadata, and it is also 
possible to retrieve the available survey fields values and selection fields.  

 

l The option to download information about the editability and requiredness of 
individual form fields in a given instance has been added to the public REST 
API.  

 



Bug fixes 
[General] 

l Fixed an installer bug which caused problems with selecting the application 
pool in IIS from the picker list.  

 

l Fixed an installer error which caused the Portal and the application pool not to 
be installed. 

 

l Fixed a bug that could cause a very high consumption of processor computing 
power on the application server. 

 

l Fixed a bug caused by an incorrect database configuration which prevented 
the export due to the detection of unused local business rules. 

 

l Fixed an item list bug which caused logs to appear unnecessarily in the Event 
Viewer. 

 

l The migration has been improved in a situation where the reference to a data 
source that has been removed remains in the action configuration. Currently 
such situation will display a message with a list of those cases and it will be 
recorded in the log. 

 

l For the AD synchronization configuration, the retrieval of information about 
trusted domains has been improved when there is no access to the trust 
relationship for a domain from the AD controller domain forest.  

 

[Portal] 

l Fixed the display of the absence report types in search results of WEBCON BPS 
Portal.  

 

l Improved the appearance of the search results window in the dark color 
theme.  

 

l Fixed bug of the "Control style" function which caused the line containing 
headers to be incorrectly colored. 

 

l Fixed the bug of search structures which have not correctly refreshed data 
when a different application was selected.  



 

l Fixed the operation of filters on the report when the user start to enter his own 
phrase while the available filters were still loading.  

 

l Fixed the incorrect display of the date field on the report.  

 

l Fixed languages in which error messages were displayed.  

 

l Fixed the display of the "Multiple lines of text" form field on item list. 

 

l Fixed a reports search error when using checkbox form fields with SOLR data 
source. 

 

l Fixed a bug appearing when switching between dashboards created by 
cloning which caused the reports not to refresh. 

 

l Fixed a report bug which caused the standard filter not to work correctly.  

 

l Fixed an error which caused incorrect suggested dashboards and reports to be 
displayed. 

 

l Fixed a reports error which caused an incorrect display of grouping and 
incorrect linking to instances after clicking on the selected report bar. 

 

[Applications] 

l Fixed the appearance of the mass approval window by changing margins and 
visibility of the scroll bar.  

 

[Modern form] 

l Fixed the behavior and appearance of the form in the OCR verification mode, 
compared to the "regular" form.  

 

l Fixed an item list bug which made it possible to edit more rows than it was 
defined.  

 

l Fixed an error related to the usage of the requiredness rules on a tab panel. 



 

l Fixed the operation of rules modifying the item list appearance.  

 

l Fixed an issue where tabs could not have their appearance (style) changed 
using form rules.  

 

l Fixed a bug caused by placing the "%" sign in the form field name and the 
inability to color the form field name due to "{" or "}" characters in its name.  

 

l Fixed the display of the header for the "Data row" column of the item list. 

 

l Fixed a bug related to redirecting to the same address, causing an error 
message to be displayed.  

 

l Fixed the operation of data import from Excel file to "Date and time" and 
"Floating-point number" item list columns. 

 

l Fixed the display of the "Data row" form field when using border-style:solid style. 

 

l Fixed the operation of the mechanism adding values from OCR which are not in 
the data source to the picker field (autocomplete). 

 

[Designer Studio] 

l The logins replacement by the permissions migration mechanism which can be l The logins replacement by the permissions migration mechanism which can be 
found in the Designer Studio Administration tools has been fixed. This fix affects 
CURRENT USER IS ONE OF and USER IS ONE OF rules. 
 
Attention! Additionally the following procedures have been removed for new 
installations: 
 
[dbo].EnsureConfigurationTable 
 
[dbo].INTERNAL_CreateReservedAttribute 
 
[dbo].pDeleteWFDocxGenerationsOlderThanOneDay 
 
[dbo].ReplaceLogins 
 
[dbo].ReplacePermissions 
 
[dbo].RS_ShowMyInvoices 
 



[dbo].ShowWFActive 
 
[dbo].ShowWFElements 
 
[dbo].ShowWFElementsRS 
 
[dbo].ShowWFElementsWithoutAttachments 
 
[dbo].ShowWFHistory 
 
[dbo].ShowWFMyInbox 
 
[dbo].ShowWFMyInbox_Count 
 
[dbo].ShowWFMyReservations 
 
[dbo].ShowWFSent 
 
[dbo].WC_AddFieldDoAllFormsOfWorkFlow 
 
[dbo].WC_AssignAttachments 
 
[dbo].[WC_JoinElements] 

 

l Fixed a bug that caused CSS styles to work incorrectly. 

 

l Fixed a bug of coloring paths which after using workflow audit tool did not 
return to the previously set colors.  

 

l Fixed the lack of visibility of the cloned form field on the form template after 
moving the form field from another form type. 

 

l Fixed a bug with grouping process constants. 

 

l Fixed a bug of the "Recognize OCR AI" action which prevented from 
disconnecting a previously added source in the form field mapping settings.  
 
NOTE: Additionally the option to select an "undefined" data source has been 
added to the HotMailBox and HotFolder barcode configuration. The same 
option has been added also for the substitutions data source in the system 
settings tab. 

 

l Fixed an issue which prevented printing a label from the registration point. 

 

l Fixed an issue which caused the order of parameters in a business rule to be 
unexpectedly changed.  



 

l Fixed a bug that caused a timeout message to be displayed when entering the 
system settings tab.  

 

l Fixed a bug that caused the value passed in a parameter to be replaced with 
another one after saving.  

 

l WEBCON BPS Designer Studio's performance improvements have been 
implemented. The Fixes focus on optimizing the speed of saving processes at 
the step editor level. 

 

l Fixed the operation of the query retrieving a list of non-standard attachments 
for a catalog III.  

 

l Fixed a bug which caused the application/process translations to disappear 
after refreshing Designer Studio which worked in WSCache mode. 

 

l Fixed an error of the documentation generation mechanism. 

 

l Fixed the behavior of the translation import from an Excel file to Designer Studio, 
when there are apostrophes (" ' ") in the imported file.  

 

l Fixed a bug with launching Designer Studio in wscache mode by local 
administrator. 

 

l Fixed the handling of the variable that returns the 'Current path' in the context 
of the action execution.  

 

l Fixed operation and availability of the STP_ID system column from the form field 
configuration level for BPS View data sources.  

 

[Form fields] 

l Fixed an issue that would prevent the user from selecting a value from the 
popup search window in a ‘Choice field (picker)’ type column on an Item list. 

 

[Actions] 

l Improved service memory management performance during AAD 



synchronization. 

 

l Fixed a bug of the Import-Export mechanism which caused the configuration of 
the custom source to be transferred to the target environment despite it being 
unchecked in the configuration.  

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export mechanism which did not log the deletion of 
the recurring action definition. 

 

l Fixed the operation of the Import-Export mechanism. Currently if an "Length of 
LOB data to be replicated exceeds configured maximum" exception appears 
during import, additional information will be provided to which table it refers to. 

 

l Fixed a bug related to the action adding a text layer, when the user had the 
incorrect version of FineReader. 
 
Currently, when activating service roles, the current version of FineReader is 
checked. If it is unsupported, an entry will be made in the Even Log and the 
administrator will receive an e-mail (administrative notification).  

 

l Fixed a bug in the REST calling action on Classic and Classic on SharePoint 
environments.  

 

l Fixed the operation of the "Generate Word file" action performed on timeout by 
users with different permission levels. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export mechanism which caused the dashboard 
report tile to be incorrectly imported.  

 

l Fixed an issue that resulted in CC people receiving the same e-mail title as TO 
people despite having two different titles defined for these recipients.  

 

l The "Copy subworkflow ID to field" function of the "Start a subworkflow" action 
has been improved. It will no longer prevent from removing the associated 
form field which was referenced.  

 

l Fixed bug in the Import-Export mechanism concerning the presentation node. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the "Start a subworkflow (SQL)" action which caused the SQL 
query entered via edit mode to disappear after changing the path 



configuration to a different one.  

 

l Fixed the bug of the "Hyperlink" action which caused incorrect display of data 
on the form.  

 

l Fixed a bug of the Import-Export mechanism which caused two additional form 
fields to appear after importing.  

 

l Fixed a bug in the barcode print action where deleting the contents of the 
"quantity" field resulted in the action not working. A validation has now been 
added to prevent this from happening. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export mechanism which caused displaying the 
"Request Entity Too Large" error message. 

 

l Fixed cell formatting in an Excel file generated by the “Generate an Excel file” 
action.  

 

[Data sources] 

l Fixed a bug caused by a NULL values in the WFD_Version column. 

 

l Fixed bugs that could cause exceptions in certain BPS side filtering 
configurations for REST data sources.  

 

[Web Part] 

l Fixed a bug with displaying vacation days in the Gantt chart in a situation 
where one date had two assigned vacation days.  

 

[Mobile app] 

l Fixed a bug in the iOS application where it was not possible to follow the path 
using the CONFIRM rule.  

 

l Fixed an error which caused problems with adding an attachment in an 
application designed for Android devices.  

 

l Fixed a bug that caused the application to freeze when logging in for the first 
time from a new profile on Android devices.  



 

[Service] 

l Fixed a BPS group synchronization bug which was caused by white characters 
in the group BPS ID. 

 

l Improved error handling when AAD synchronization was interrupted by the user. 
Currently, in such a situation, an error will appear with information specifying 
where the synchronization was interrupted.  

 

l Fixed a HotMailBox bug which caused problems when downloading 
attachments containing the ")" sign in their name.  

 

l Fixed the operation of the OCR AI mechanism by adding the version number 
validation when downloading the project. Backward compatibility with older 
versions has been removed. 
 
Versions 1.x.x.x and 2.x.x.x are currently incompatible with project DLLs that start 
with WebCon.OcrAI.Projects. 
 
Note: The change above means that it is necessary to update existing projects. 
 
In addition, all actions in Designer Studio that use the attachment category 
have been enhanced with a category loading button.  

 

l A separate entry has been added to the HotMailBox logs informing about the 
reason for moving the e-mail to the error folder. 

 

l Fixed a bug that prevented the service from starting when the OCR role was 
enabled. 

 

l Improved SOLR indexing efficiency. 

 

[Designer Desk] 

l Fixed an error which occurred when starting prototypes, related to system form 
fields which were hidden on the form. 

 

API 

l Action errors should now be logged correctly. 

 



WEBCON BPS 2021 R1 
history of changes for version 2021.1.2.143 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime.  

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Bug fixes 
[Modern form] 

l Fixed a display error of the "Google Map" form field. 

 

[Form fields] 

l Fixed an issue that would prevent the user from selecting a value from the 
popup search window in a ‘Choice field (picker)’ type column on an Item list. 

 



WEBCON BPS 2021 R2 
history of changes for version 2021.1.2.136 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime.  

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Changes to existing features 
[Portal] 

l Improved the BPS ID validation of local groups after their update. From now on 
this validation will only be performed when creating new BPS groups. 

 

[Actions] 

l User list synchronization mechanism used to handle the mapping of the 
additional fields downloaded from AD/AAD has been modified. Currently, such 
property names must contain the initial phrase 'extension_'. 
 
The number of available COS_ExtensionAtrribute fields has also been extended 
from 15 to 30.  

 

Bug fixes 
[Portal] 



l Fixed a display error of some characters on a start button in compact mode. 

 

l Fixed a display error of attachment preview. 

 

l Fixed the display of the font size in the names of application groups in Portal. 
From now on they will look identical to the group names in Designer Studio. In 
the Portal only groups with the same name will merge into groups. 

 

l Fixed a report bug which caused the standard filter not to work correctly.  

 

l Fixed an error which caused incorrect suggested dashboards and reports to be 
displayed. 

 

[Modern form] 

l Fixed an error related to narrowind down the data sources on the item list when 
sorting by a selected column. 

 

l Fixed a display error of the "Google Map" form field. 

 

l Fixed an error in the "Related attachments" item list column when using an SQL 
query in its configuration.  

 

[Designer Studio] 

l Fixed an error which caused problems with logging into Designer Studio and 
when entering the "System settings" tab. 

 

l Fixed the operation of the "Import type - Import invalid cells as blank" option in 
the settings of data import to item list from an Excel file.  

 

l Fixed a validation error of a database selected by the user from the SharePoint 
feature. 

 

l Fixed a bug with passing multiple values separated with "#" character in 
hyperlinks. 

 

l Fixed a bug which caused the application/process translations to disappear 



after refreshing Designer Studio which worked in WSCache mode. 

 

l Fixed an error of the documentation generation mechanism. 

 

[Actions] 

l Fixed an error in exporting Excel file created on the Portal from the dictionary 
process report. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export mechanism which caused the "Redirect all e-
mail notifications" option in mass notifications to be unchecked.  

 

l Improved service memory management performance during AAD 
synchronization. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export mechanism which updated SDK projects 
despite unchecking them during import.  

 

l Fixed a bug of the Import-Export mechanism which incorrectly exported 
negative numbers from the item list. 

 

l Fixed a bug which prevented from adding a barcode. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export mechanism which caused an incorrect export 
of the sub-sources 

 

l Fixed the content of the displayed message when adding users to groups by 
using action. 

 

l Fixed the date import from Excel file by using the "Read data from an Excel file" 
action. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the "Add/remove user" action which caused a long execution 
and timeout. 

 

l Fixed the REST action invocation when one of the body parameters was 
returned by a business rule with a parameter. 

 



 

[Data sources] 

l Fixed an error in the configuration of the REST data source feeding a choice 
field, which caused a "Data source missing" error. 

 

[Web Part] 

l Improved logging with AAD provider to Modern Web Parts on SharePoint 
2016&2019 versions, and on SharePoint Online. 
 
Note: For the fix to work it is required to reinstall the Modern Web Part package. 

 

[Mobile app] 

l Fixed a bug which caused redirects and JSONs to appear suddenly in the 
mobile application. 

 

[Service] 

l Fixed a BPS group synchronization bug which was caused by white characters 
in the group BPS ID. 

 

[Designer Desk] 

l Fixed an error which occurred when starting a Designer Desk project and 
moving to "My tasks" window. 

 

l Fixed an issue which caused the Form Designer not to load. 

 



WEBCON BPS 2021 R2 
history of changes for version 2021.1.2.108 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime.  

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Changes to existing features 
[Portal] 

l The operation of the button used to manually add a replaced user ("Add" and 
providing login) has been changed - from now on this operation is only possible 
for the global system administrator. 

 

Bug fixes 
[Portal] 

l Fixed an error which caused Power BI reports to not display after refreshing the 
page.  

 

l Fixed a bug in the choice field placed on the report which had the "Support 
multi language names" option selected, which resulted in a search done by the 
ID, not by the instances name. 



 

l Reports should now work correctly when the number of rows per page is set 
dynamically. 

 

[Designer Studio] 

l Fixed a bug which caused translations from e-mail notifications template not to 
copy, when a template in a process was created.  

 

[Actions] 

l Fixed a bug occurring on the classic form when adding a value not present in 
the data source of the choice field. 

 

l Fixed an error occurring in the e-mail messages configured in global actions if 
the recipients were only on the Cc list and there were none on the "To" list.  

 



WEBCON BPS 2021 R2 
history of changes for version 2021.1.2.101 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime.  

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Information 
[General] 

l For Standalone installation type the option to edit .doc files directly on the form 
is now limited. To use the file editing functionality it is necessary to convert 
the .doc files to .docx format.  

 

[Designer Studio] 

l Implemented changes in the definition of the exemplary process available in 
WEBCON Designer Studio. 

 

[Designer Desk] 

l Implemented performance improvements in the documentation generating 
tool in the WEBCON Designer Desk. 

 



Bug fixes 
[General] 

l Fixed a "Invoke REST web service" action bug which prevented from sending a 
message in raw format.  

 

l Fixed the license mechanism used by the service account, including an added 
option to release licenses used by the service.  

 

[Portal] 

l Fixed a bug in the rule clearing the item list column with a numeric value.  

 

l Fixed an error caused by the "null" value on AttBool report columns. 

 

l Fixed an issue which caused that the required comment was not saved after 
moving along the path after using a mass action on a report. 

 

l Fixed a bug which prevented from logging into WEBCON BPS Portal via AD from 
Edge and Chrome browsers.  

 

l Fixed the display of amounts and numbers on the form for de-CH culture. 

 

l Fixed an error of triggering mass actions if the report on which they are located 
was embedded on the dashboard. 

 

l Fixed a bug related to searching among choice fields on the reports. 

 

[Modern form] 

l Fixed a bug which caused the lack of successive executions of the form rule on 
the item list. 

 

l Fixed a bug causing incorrect display of requiredness notification 

 

l Fixed an error which prevented the OCR mechanism from reading a text field 
placed under a field in "Read only" mode.  

 



[Actions] 

l Fixed a bug which occurred on the path additional validation, if it used a 
business rule.  

 

l Fixed an issue of the Import-Export action occurring when importing a previously 
exported package which includes a new application and process to an 
environment where this application does not exist. 

 

l Fixed an error caused by a change of the Response:Body mapping in the REST 
action configuration. 

 

l Fixed an issue of the Import-Export mechanism which caused the inability to 
change attachment database if it already contained attachments, and a lack 
of information in the import analysis tool about replacing the attachment 
database.  

 

l Fixed a bug causing a problem with correct handling of Response-Body in 
standard REST actions. 

 

[Mobile app] 

l Fixed an issue which prevented from generating PDF files in Microsoft Teams on 
mobile devices. 

 

[Service] 

l Fixed the bug of the license service failover mechanism. 

 

[Designer Desk] 

l Optimized performance of the workflow designer in WEBCON BPS Designer Desk 
when designing workflows with a large number of steps and paths. 

 

l Implemented performance improvements in the workflow designer of the 
WEBCON Designer Desk. 

 



WEBCON BPS 2021 R2 
history of changes for version 2021.1.2.76 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime.  

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Changes to existing features 
[Designer Studio] 

l Search bar located on form fields' main window of a given process can now 
find groups and tab panels which are present in the process.  

 

l Changed how applications associated with data sources and connections are 
displayed. The list will now show applications that the data source designer 
specified as being available. 

 

[Actions] 

l Fixed the value mapping mechanism in SQL Grid. Now, after changing the type, 
values to the first level automatically disappear without the need to lose focus 
on the type selection window.  

 

[Mobile app] 



l As of 2021/3/31 support for old API for PUSH in iOS will be withdrawn. New API for 
PUSH iOS requires the use of the HTTP/2 protocol. 
 
Support for this version of the HTTP protocol is available from specific versions of 
Windows 10 and Windows Server:  
Windows 10 Anniversary Update released 2016-08-02, version 1607, build 14393 
(full version number: 10.0.14393.0) 
Windows Server 2016 released 2016-09-26, version 1607, build 14393 (full version 
number: 10.0.14393.0) 
 
This means that sending PUSH iOS will be possible only if WEBCON Workflow 
Service is launched on the server in the aforementioned or higher version. 

 

New features 
[General] 

l SharePoint Classic installations of WEBCON BPS can now add, use, and manage 
BPS groups. The admin will have access to these options directly in Designer 
Studio and in the admin panel of Portal. 
All actions that operate on BPS groups have also been made available. 

 

l Spanish has been added as the standard system language. From now on it is 
available as one of the predefined display languages of the system interface. 

 

l It is now possible to globally define the language of e-mail notifications for new 
users i.e. users who haven't yet logged into the system. 
This can be set in the "Interface language packs" node in the system settings.  
This configuration will be used if in the application configuration "Notification 
language for new users" is set to "By global settings". 



 

[Portal] 

l A new toggle option was added to the configuration of Start buttons - 'Hide in 
navigation menu'. This will hide the start button from the navigation panel (on 
the left) and from the application system dashboard. A hidden start button can 
still be added to custom dashboards and reports.  

 

l You can now add custom backgrounds to your Portal interface and individual 
application pages. This is found in the 'Themes' configuration. The background 
can be added from a file or from a URL. 

 



l It is now possible to download all attachments as a single .ZIP file from many 
workflow instances marked on the report. 
"Allow users to download multiple attachments" option (disabled by default for 
new reports) is available in "User privileges" tab in the report configuration. After 
enabling it, option "Show attachments download button" becomes available in 
the "View" configuration. Turning it on causes a button to appear on the report. 

 

[Applications] 

l In the configuration of a report it is now possible to toggle the visibility of 
advanced search options: Search attachments, Search item lists, and Exact 
match.  

 

[Modern form] 

l The "E-mail conversations" tab in the attachments panel is now toggleable. If 
the tab is toggled off in the "Global form template" configuration of the Main 
form (it can also be toggled individually per step and per compact view) the 
e-mail files attached to an instance should be available as regular 
attachments on the form (instead of being their own thing in the conversations 
view). 
This option is not available for processes whose form display mode is "Classic on 
SharePoint" or "Classic on BPS Portal". 



[Designer Studio] 

l More path color options have been added to the Workflow designer diagram. 

l In WEBCON Designer Studio it is now possible to create new connections, data 
sources or attach existing ones, directly on the form field. This option is available 
in the configuration of its data source. It is no longer necessary to go to the 
configuration of all data sources available in the application. 



 

[Actions] 

l In the REST action configuration in WEBCON Designer Studio it is now possible to 
build a request using JSON - Grid table structure containing objects, collections 
and collections of values. 

 

[Rules] 

l A new function - ADD NEW ROW - was added to the form rule editor. As the 
name implies, it adds a row to the specified Item list. Any default values 
configured on the Item list will be taken into account and inserted into 
appropriate columns. When ADD NEW ROW is invoked, the cursor focus will be 
placed into the first editable column of the newly added row. 

 

[Service] 

l Added a functionality of synchronizing defined applications with API access to 
the BPS user table for all process bases, including those newly created.  



This results in all API application accounts being available on new process 
bases and will not be deleted from them during synchronization. 

 

[Designer Desk] 

l Several improvements were introduced to how workflows and forms are edited 
and saved in WEBCON BPS Designer Desk.  
A side panel with properties that can be pinned to the screen was added. The 
values of these properties are updated after every change.  
The ergonomics of action configuration was also improved: the action 
properties window open automatically when an action is added, clicking the 
action once will also bring up the properties window. 

 

l It is now possible to generate documentation for application prototypes 
created via WEBCON BPS Designer Desk. The documentation contains a 
diagram of the workflow, screenshots of the form design for each step, and 
descriptions of all configured form fields and actions. The documentation is 
generated using the "Generate prototype documentation" on the Designer Desk 
toolbar. The output file can be either Word or PDF. 



 

l A number of minor fixes have been introduced to improve work ergonomics 
and enhance the capabilities of WEBCON BPS Designer Desk. Amongst them 
are: preview and edit mode in the form designer, realignment of the layout of 
form fields, changed method of adding columns to the item list form field, each 
new project has now a default report and start button created, application 
desktop has now buttons to create reports and starts, it is now possible to define 
privileges to applications, improved the nomenclature and translations, 
deleted redundant object identifiers visible in the user interface.  

 

Bug fixes 
[General] 

l Fixed a visibility bug of the "Compact view" tab on different processes in 
Designer Studio 

 

l Improved the efficiency of presenting workflow users' report data for some 
queries.  

 

l Fixed an installer error which resulted in a failure to execute SharePoint 
application pool recycling which caused to display an incorrect information 
about the database version.  

 

l Fixed a bug caused by lack of workflow instance acronym, which occurred 
after migration to WEBCON BPS 2020. 

 

l Fixed an API error occurring when clearing a "Single line of text" field. 



 

l Fixed a BPS Translator error which occurred when importing a package in Polish 
language. 

 

l Fixed a checkout error related to Webcon API. 

 

l Fixed a translation error of field which has SharePoint list as its source. 

 

l Fixed an error occurring if in "Additional path validation form rule" field the 
JavaScript mode was used and the form was in Classic mode. 

 

l The German translation has been improved. 

 

[Portal] 

l Fixed the function of adding attachments by a choice field placed on an item 
list.  

 

l Fixed the text display on colored report columns on Modern SWE. 

 

l Fixed an error which prevented from searching for a floating point number on 
the report.  

 

l Fixed an error of displaying linked processes in the report informing about the 
need to enable the "Allow the report to be viewed from a subordinate's 
perspective" option. 

 

l Fixed an error causing incorrect sorting of the "Add attachment category" 
window. 

 

l Fixed an error caused by inserting a space character at the end of a phrase 
searched on the report. 

 

l Fixed a bug with displaying wrong types of forms and processes in relation to 
privileges held by the user.  

 

l Fixed an error of the search bar if the phrase was entered on the Portal main 



page. 

 

[Modern form] 

l Improved the support for multilingual choice fields during their import from an 
Excel file. 

 

l Fixed an error which occurred when opening a form preview in MS Teams and 
the "Show first attachment on page load" option was turned on. 

 

l Fixed an error of accepting values by a context variable after modifying the 
application from Classic on SharePoint version to Modern on BPS Portal version. 

 

l Fixed an incorrect display of attachments if the form had small width. 

 

l Fixed an error which prevented from importing data from an Excel file 
with .XLSM extension. 

 

l Fixed an error in the "Date and time" form field which caused choosing a 
different date than that selected by the user. 

 

l Fixed a "Choice field" form field error which was in "Popup search window" 
mode if it had a SQL query defined. 

 

l Fixed the display of tooltips on form fields placed in a group which has the 
"Horizontal arrangement of form fields in a group" option turned on. 

 

l Fixed a bug in which an incorrectly configured action performed on instance 
saving did not return information about failure.  

 

l Fixed an issue which caused the correct order of choice columns on item list not 
to be taken into account when importing values from Excel file. 
 
Important: The fix might cause change of behavior when setting depending 
fields or in the behavior of filters used on choice fields.  

 

[Designer Studio] 

l Fixed an SQL query issue which occurred if a variable identifying a button was 
used.  



 

l Fixed the display of subworkflow configuration in Designer Studio at 150 DPI. 

 

l Fixed an error which caused help files not to be displayed in Designer Studio 
operating in wscache mode.  

 

l Fixed an error which prevented from deleting a network for a specified 
distinguisher. 

 

l Fixed an error which caused that the data source could not be selected for 
choice fields added by the user. 

 

l Fixed an issue with a business rule which changed color if it was used in the 
HTML code of an e-mail template.  

 

l Fixed an error which inserted wrong date format into a .DOC file generated fro 
ma Word file template. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the expression returning date and time.  

 

l Fixed a bug with reading privileges by a business rule when groups had the 
same name but different domains.  

 

l Fixed a bug that caused a false information about the use of a form field in a 
process to be displayed in the Designer Studio. 

 

l Fixed an error occurring when deleting a step deletes a path, but paths from 
"Wait for subworkflows" step configuration are not deleted.  

 

l Fixed a "Value cannot be null" error when connecting to a SharePoint site via 
Designer Studio. 

 

l Fixed the process verifying function which did not display form fields of "group" 
type. 

 

l Fixed the action of generating documentation for dictionary and document 
template processes. 



 

[Actions] 

l Improved the operation of the service account when it checked out an 
element after OCR verification.  

 

l Fixed a cyclical action error which caused the validation message and the 
number of workflow instances to move not to get logged.  

 

l Fixed an error related to incorrect creation of OCR blocks on the invoice. 

 

l Fixed a "Generate a Word file" action error which prevented from exporting the 
application. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export action which incorrectly transferred SharePoint 
groups mapping on reports.  

 

l Fixed a bug in the "Move workflow (SQL) action which made it impossible to 
save it. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the "Invoke REST Web service" action which made it impossible 
to rename an element of the collection if valuesCollection was selected as a 
collection type, and selecting item list as a source made it impossible to 
change it back.  

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export action which incorrectly recognized the space 
character if it was present at the beginning of a constant value. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export action which occurred when exporting a BPS 
group. 

 

l Fixed an issue with the creation of a custom SDK action which was based on a 
sample project.  

 

l Fixed JSON grid operation based on a provided pattern, where the error caused 
the display of the item list and not its columns. 

 

l Fixed a bug in Import-Export action which caused deletion of one of the 
columns from the database query configuration. 



 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export mechanism which did not transfer the visibility 
of paths on the step. 

 

l Fixed the Import-Export action which incorrectly marked exported global 
connections to data sources which resulted in validation errors during import.  

 

l Fixed the attachment adding action which uses an SQL query. 

 

l An error message has been corrected enabling the user to more easily find the 
reason why the REST Web service invoke action was not performed. 

 

l Fixed a bug in Import-Export action which incorrectly marked data from 
dictionary and document templates processes.  

 

l Fixed an Import-Export action bug which incorrectly transferred visibility of item 
list columns presented on reports.  

 

l Fixed a bug in "Send a custom e-mail" action which caused redirected e-mail 
messages to be sent in the wrong language.  

 

l Fixed a bug in the Import-Export action which caused the dashboard privileges 
not to be overwritten after import. 

 

[Rules] 

l Fixed the behavior of "User is one of" and "Current user is one of" rules which used 
a global constant which ended with a semicolon.  

 

l The data source behavior for related attachments has been improved. From 
now on both on Portal and on SharePoint related attachments are downloaded 
from the data sources without the need to enter an additional SQL query.  

 

[Data sources] 

l Fixed the "Absence process" functionality after migration from WEBCON BPS 
2017 to 2020 version. 

 

l Fixed a bug in the action updating the item list which uses a SOAP data source, 



causing a "Parameter count mismatch" error. 

 

l Fixed a typo in the default MSSQL connection configuration. 

 

[Plugins] 

l Fixed a bug that caused the font inside the table to change after it was 
centered.  

 

[Web Part] 

l Fixed a search error in "Includes a phrase" option on a picker used as a SWE 
Web Part. 

 

[Service] 

l Fixed a logging error after a critical interruption of cyclical action caused by 
import.  

 

l Fixed a failover mechanism error which did not disable the roles if database 
was not accessible. 

 

l Fixed a bug which occurred when configuring HotMailBox with both O365 and 
proxy. 

 



WEBCON BPS 2021.1 
history of changes for version 2021.1.1.56 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime.  

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Changes to existing features 
[Portal] 

l The method of counting "New tasks" in the counters has been altered in 
following places: 
- on the Portal's home page 
- on the main page of the application 
- on "My tasks" list (in the context of the application and the Portal) 
- in the counter (bell icon) on the Portal toolbar 
 
Currently these counters only present the number of "New tasks" assigned 
directly to the user (no CC tasks). 
 
The method of counting "Overdue tasks" on the Portal's home page and in the 
context of the application has also been altered.  
Currently those counters only present the number of "Overdue tasks" assigned 
directly to the user (no CC tasks). 
 
Task list counter name "For inform." has been altered to CC. 

 



Bug fixes 
[General] 

l Fixed a bug in the installer which caused the missing value in the 
PortalAppPoolIdentity parameter. 

 

l Fixed a script error that occurred when migrating to version 2021. 

 

[Modern form] 

l Fixed the operation of HIDE and SHOW rules set for page load. 
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1. Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 

1. Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 

downtime.   

 

2. If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 

verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way.  

 

3. This update changes the SOLR search database structure. During the update, it 

will be necessary to provide the SOLR database admin's password - in order to 

update the database and correctly complete the update process.   

 

4. Changes introduced in this version will break the compatibility of the Export-

Import mechanism. Exported process packages created in versions 2020.1.3.x and 

older cannot be imported to the newest system version.  In order for an import to 

be possible, update the environment to the newest version and export the 

processes again.  
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2. Changes to existing features 

2.1. Change in the method of invoking the „On timeout” action 

The method of invoking "On timeout" action defined on workflow steps has been 

altered. As a part of this expansion an option to immediately trigger the "On 

timeout" event on the step entry was added. In this case, start of the configured 

action will happen only once and will not be repeated. 

 

 

 

2.2. Changes in the trusted domains configuration and in additional response 

headers 

The configuration of the trusted domains and additional response headers has 

been modified. 

For new WEBCON BPS installations, domains for MS Outlook and MS Teams will no 

longer be automatically added to the list of trusted domains. 

If the administrator will remove the asterisk "*" or will configure the "frame-

ancestors" section of the Content-Security-Policy header in the additional 

response headers configuration while configuring the trusted domains list, then in 

order to keep the WEBCON BPS Portal functioning in the MS Outlook and MS 

Teams environments it is required to manually add following domains: 

https://*.office365.com, https://*.office.com, https://*.microsoft.com as trusted.  

In order to ensure business continuity for existing installations, domains for MS 

Outlook, MS Teams and the domain of a configured WEBCON BPS Portal will be 

added to the trusted domains by the migration script. 

Removing the added entries will be possible via manual editing of the trusted 

domains list in the WEBCON BPS Designer Studio in System settings -> Global 

parameters -> Environment settings -> Trusted domains. 
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2.3. Changes and optimizations in the indexation and search based on the SOLR 

engine 

Introduced changes and optimizations in the methods of indexation and search 

based on the SOLR engine. 

As a part of the expansion it is now possible to turn off the suggestions when 

entering phrases on the SOLR search site. Configuration option that allows to turn 

it off is available in the WEBCON BPS Designer Studio in the "System settings" tab. 

 

 

 

Another novelty is an option to send administrative notifications for indexation 

errors caused by a lack of free disk space or memory. To activate them in the 

WEBCON BPS Designer Studio go to the "System settings" tab, then "Global 

parameters", "E-mail notifications", "Administrative notifications". 
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2.4. Archive database configuration save 

In the Webcon BPS Designer Studio launched in the Web service mode it is now 

possible to save archive database configuration. 

2.5. „Local service status” option will not be always visible 

If WEBCON BPS Designer Studio is launched on a server or a computer where 

WebCon Workflow Service is not installed, the option "Local service status" will 

not be visible. Until now it was available on the "System settings -> Service 

configuration" tab. This option will remain visible when launching WEBCON BPS 

Designer Studio on a server where WebCon WokrFlow Sevice is already installed.  

2.6. Extended user list synchronization diagnostics 

In the synchronization of the user list with the Azure Active Directory, the scope of 

the diagnostic information saved at synchronization has been extended. 

2.7. Different operation of the standard filter set by the creator 

The standard filter set by the wizard in the WEBCON BPS Designer Studio was 

altered in a following manner: 

- In the Designer Studio it is now possible to save the standard filter despite using 

a form field from outside of the list defined in the report columns 

- In the WEBCON BPS Portal it is now possible to also use any form field as the 

standard filter (Application administrator or Portal Designer privileges required) 

- In the WEBCON BPS Portal when creating private views, a "typical" user (with a 

"Read-only" role) can now select only those form fields as filters which were 

provided by the administrator on the report list column 

2.8. Change of the way of presenting the list of the most used applications to new 

users  

The method of presenting the list of the most frequently used applications as well 

as suggested reports and dashboards to the user who logged into the WEBCON 

BPS Portal for the first time was altered. 

If the user has not yet worked in the WEBCON BPS Portal, the most frequently 

used applications by other system users will be presented. The privileges of the 

logged user will be considered. 

In the case of suggested application reports and dashboards, the elements most 

frequently used by other system users will be presented. The privileges of the 

logged user will be considered. 
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2.9. WEBCON BPS Portal performance improvement 

Introduced performance improvements in the loading mechanism of WEBCON 

BPS Portal main page. 

As a part of the optimization following elements were modified: number of 

queries to the database when displaying the task list, the amount of data when 

retrieving the list of most used application has been reduced and the collection 

of all applications will no longer be downloaded. 

2.10. Application reports performance improvements 

Performance improvements have been made in the application report data 

display. 

2.11. Form field rendering performance improvements 

Performance improvements have been made when rendering, loading and 

modifying the value of a form field on the Modern form.   

2.12.  Change in the presentation of the form rule invoke logs 

Due to the introduction of logging the behavior of the form in the diagnostic 

mode, the preview of the invoke log for form and business rules was moved from 

the form to the session preview window. 

2.13.  Docking the header in the history preview 

Header with a toolbar is now docked on the workflow instance history preview 

window. It allows a continuous access to the tool buttons regardless of the 

position of the history preview horizontal scroll bar. 
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2.14. Change of the default value in the transition path configuration 

Default value of the "Operation executed on parallel tasks" parameter in the 

path transition configuration has been altered. From now on the default value is 

"Set other tasks as cancelled". 

2.15. Change in the way the form fields are refreshed 

The method of refreshing data in "Data table", "Data row" and "Chart" form fields 

which are placed in the tabs on the form was altered. From now on data is 

loaded once when entering the tab or on request after clicking on the "Refresh" 

button. The next entry to the same tab does not load the data again. 

 

 

2.16. Changes in the SDK add-on classes 

Following changes have been made in the SDK add-on classes: 

• SDK configuration form field constructors have been reordered 

• the default editing level of CC tasks created from Custom actions has 

been changed  

2.17. Changes in starting the WebCon WorkFlow Service 

Implemented changes in the method of starting WebCon WorkFlow Service. It 

results in a faster start of the service. This modification includes: delaying start of 

the queues until the service has started, decrease in the number of queries for 

the queues and implementation of a cache of references to the Services table.  

2.18. Changes in stopping the WebCon WorkFlow Service 

Implemented changes in the method of stopping WebCon WorkFlow Service. It 

results in faster stopping and restarting the service. 
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2.19. Form rules errors 

In the WEBCON BPS 2021 the information about execution errors of the Form rules in the 

JavaScript mode resulting from an incorrect syntax or definition of the JS script will be presented 

on the form as a pop-up window. So far this type of errors were only displayed in the browser's 

console. 
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3. Information 

3.1. REST API 1.0 marked as „deprecated” 

The last system upgrade will mark REST API 1.0 as "deprecated" and will be 

unavailable soon. It is recommended to migrate from REST API 1.0 to a higher 

version. 

3.2. "Multiple lines of text” form field 

"Multiple lines of text" form field in "Rich" mode was provided with an additional 

information that it may not work correctly on some mobile web browsers. 
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4. New features 

4.1. WEBCON BPS Designer Desk 

A new tool - WEBCON BPS Designer Desk. 

WEBCON BPS Designer Desk is a new tool designed to support the process of 

collecting business requirements and prototyping applications. 

This tool allows business users to create a workflow prototype with step and 

transition paths definitions, form design with form fields, data source (value list) 

and action prototypes performed on paths. The created prototype can be 

started which allows to simulate an actual operation of the final solution. 

Using the "Publish" option transfers the accepted prototype to the WEBCON BPS 

Designer Studio. After publishing the further work on the process is done via the 

WEBCON BPS Designer Studio only. 

WEBCON BPS Designer Desk is available in the browser by choosing "Designer 

Desk" in the user menu. Users or groups of users allowed to use this tool are 

defined in the WEBCON BPS Designer Studio on System settings -> Global 

parameters -> Designer Desk tab. 

 

 

4.2. Appearance of WEBCON BPS Portal fixed elements 

The appearance of WEBCON BPS Portal fixed elements has been modified. 

Changes include the appearance of task counters, application tiles, main page 

of the application, application details window, workflow start buttons, and of the 

suggested dashboards and views report. 
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4.3. Separation of authentication providers for the WEBCON BPS Designer Studio and 

the WEBCON BPS Portal 

It is now possible to independently define available authentication providers for 

the WEBCON BPS Designer Studio and the WEBCON BPS Portal.  

Visibility configuration is available in the "System settings" tab in the WEBCON BPS 

Designer Studio. 
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4.4. Defining separate synchronization schedules for full and incremental 

synchronizations 

The user list synchronization can now define separate synchronization schedules 

for full an incremental synchronizations.  

It is possible to define all or only selected days of the week and set a specific 

hour of the synchronization. 

In the newest version the option to choose the synchronization type 

(full/incremental) has been removed. Currently, a specific schedule defines 

which synchronization type will be performed. If there are no entries in the 

schedule of a certain synchronization, then it will not be carried out. 

When migrating to the latest version of the system, the currently existing 

synchronization schedule will retain its synchronization hours and it will be 

performed each day of the week. Depending on the synchronization type 

configuration on the environment, a schedule of full or incremental 

synchronizations will be created. 
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4.5. Debug option in the user list configuration synchronizations with the Azure Active 

Directory 

In the configuration of the user list synchronization with Azure Active Directory an 

option was added which allows to save the data downloaded when 

synchronizing with the MS Graph (in the Debug mode). 

 

 

4.6. OpenID Connect standard to define authentication providers 

It is now possible to use OpenID Connect standard to define authentication 

providers. 

Authentication provider configuration is done via WEBCON BPS Designer Studio 

in System settings -> Authentication providers tab. 
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4.7. Diagnostics and form behavior registration mechanism  

A new mechanism for diagnostic and recording the behavior of the form and 

other WEBCON BPS Portal elements was introduced.  

The functionality allows to start a diagnostic mode in the WEBCON BPS Portal 

which registers all invocations. Diagnostic mode is activated in the user menu by 

selecting "Show diagnostics" option. Access to it is provided to all WEBCON BPS 

Portal users. Diagnostic mode work is indicated by an icon in the main menu.  
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While the diagnostic mode is running, all form, report and other WEBCON BPS 

Portal elements' invocations are registered. Collected records consist of 

invocations for following elements: business rules (with the SQL content if the rule 

contains it), form rules (with the invocations of all functions which modify the 

form's state), rules responsible for visibility, editability and requirement of form 

fields, asynchronous form field invocations of form fields of "Data table", "Data 

row", "Chart", "Choice field" (with the queries) type or the queries of the 

application reports. Each invocation has its duration displayed. 

Details of a registered session can only be viewed by the System Administrator or 

the Application Administrator. Users with lower privileges can only register and 

save session in the preview window. Session saved as a link can be directly sent 

to the Administrator for further analysis. 

Users with the System Administrator or the Application Administrator privileges 

can view all registered sessions and their details in the "Administration" tab. 

Session preview window can filter invocations by their source (form, reports, 

Portal). It is also possible to search for specific elements saved in the session (i.e. 

form field or business rule name). 
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4.8. Custom redirect link from the WEBCON BPS Portal 

A custom redirect link from WEBCON BPS Portal to any website can now be 

defined. 

The link is available to all users in the WEBCON BPS Portal navigation menu. The 

redirection address is defined by the Administrator in WEBCON BPS Designer 

Studio (System settings -> Global parameters -> Appearance -> Additional 

navigation link). 

 

 

4.9. Favorite system elements widget 

A widget displaying tiles of the user's favorite system elements was added to the 

WEBCON BPS Portal main page. 

Tiles represent the list of favorite system elements which is defined by the user in 

the "Favorites" menu (star icon in WEBCON BPS Portal upper-right corner). 
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4.10. en-GB language package 

English language coded as en-GB was added to the built-in language packs.  

Choosing this language (en-GB) allows to change the display of the dates 

across the system to dd/MM/YY. 

Already existing installations will need to be manually switched to English (GB) in 

the system configuration menu available in the WEBCON BPS Designer Studio. 
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4.11. Using variables representing configuration objects’ ID 

Variables which represent identifiers of configuration objects can now be used in 

the application report configuration. Those variables should be presented in the 

text format #{PREFIX:ID}#, where PREFIX is an object's configuration code and ID 

is an identifier of a specific object.  

 

Currently supported list of variables related to configuration objects: 

 #{AP:id}# - returns the application ID 

 #{DF:id}# - returns the process ID 

 #{WF:id}# - returns the workflow ID 

 #{DT:id}# - returns the form type ID 

 #{ST:id}# - returns the step ID 

 #{PH:id}# - returns the ID of the transition path 

 #{COM:id}# - returns the company ID 

 

The variables above can be used in following places of the application report 

configuration: 

• Source-> Standard Filters (Value) 

• Source-> SQL Filters 

• Views-> Standard Filters (Value) 

• Views-> Appearance (coloring): Advanced mode, Conditions 

(value) 

• Calculated columns 

 

Usage of this type of variables is required if the application definitions are 

transferred between DEV/TEST/PROD environments by using the Import-Export 

mechanism. 

 

4.12. Configuring the size of the workflow start tiles 

It is now possible to configure the size of the workflow start tiles in the WEBCON 

BPS Portal application view.  

The tile can be of standard or compact size. 
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4.13. Using a variable representing the item list row ID 

In the configuration of application reports using the "Item list" form field it is now 

possible to use a variable representing item list's row ID (database DET_ID 

column) 

 

4.14. Custom color of the workflow start tiles 

It is now possible to define a non-standard color of the workflow starting tile. 
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4.15. Connections and data sources defined in the application 

It is now possible to create connections and data sources directly in the 

application configuration in the WEBCON BPS Designer Studio. 

 

Connections and sources associated with the application can be created by 

the user with Application Administrator or System Administrator privileges. 

Connections and data sources created in the application are visible on 

appropriate application details tabs. Here, by using the “Link existing” option it is 

possible to add connections and sources already defined in the system but 

available within other application. The user can associate an already existing 

connection/source with the application if he is its owner (has the appropriate 

privileges in the data source configuration or has the System Administrator role) 

or the connection/source was marked as public. The owner of the 

connection/source can also edit it. 

 

When configuring the process the user can use only connections or data sources 

associated with a specific application, however in the process configuration 

window where the connection/source is selected a new option is available – 

“Show all”. This option allows to create a new one or associate an existing 

connection/source with the application.  
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In the configuration of the processes linked with the application, the 

connections/data sources associated with the parent application (where the 

linked process was originally created) are available. 

 

 

 

4.16. Pinning favorites on the main page 

It is now possible to pin a suggested report or dashboard on the application 

main site. 

Pinned tile will always be visible as the first one on the list of suggested reports 

and dashboards of the application. 
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4.17. Report views in the navigation menu 

In the navigation menu of the WEBCON BPS Portal a list of views defined for the 

report is now visible. 

4.18. Invoking an external PDF file editing tool directly from the form 

In the Standalone installation type it is now possible to invoke an external PDF file 

editing tool directly from the form. The edited file is updated on the form when 

the editing is complete. 

4.19. Prefix and suffix for numeric values 

It is now possible to define a prefix and a suffix for all numeric form fields and 

numeric item list columns.

 

 

Both parameters allow to define a text displayed before or after the numeric 

value in the form field. Prefix and suffix can both be defined based on variables 

related to the form values, global variables or process constants.  

 

 

"Suffix" has replaced the "Currency code" parameter. 
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During migration the configuration will be updated so that form field's behavior 

will remain unaltered.   

 

4.20. Choosing data source column 

In the configuration of item list columns "Calculated text value" and "Data row" it 

is now possible to choose a data source column which will feed the value on the 

form. 

 

4.21. Grouping in the item list  

Item list form field can now display data in grouping mode. 

The option to enable grouping mode is available for every workflow step (option 

is located in the item list column configuration in the form editor on step). 

Grouping can be activated simultaneously for several columns. Item list 

displayed in the grouping mode allows to add new rows. Adding a row in the 

grouping mode always displays the edit window. 

In this mode the row edit button is always visible regardless if the "Single row 

editing" option was selected. In the edit window it is possible to change value for 

the grouping column. After saving this change the entered row is moved to the 

appropriate group.  

Grouping view allows the user to collapse and expand groups as well as displays 

subtotals if a column is configured to display totals. 
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4.22. Tooltips in the item list column 

"Item list" form field can now define and display the column description as a 

tooltip. 

 

 

4.23. Avatars of commenting users 

Avatars of people entering a comment are now visible on the form. Those 

avatars are displayed if the user has a user icon defined in or synchronized with 

the system. 
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4.24. Action changing the form type 

For "Modern on Portal" processes the action to change the form type is now 

available. 

This action allows to manually change the form type of the workflow instance. 

Depending on the configuration the change is available within a single process 

or for all applications available to the user. 

 

 

4.25. Import-export of the dictionary process content  

Import-Export mechanism was improved with transferring the content of the 

dictionary and document template processes between DEV/TEST/PROD 

environments.  

 

During the dictionary or document template processes export it is possible to 

choose in the export wizard whether to transfer its content together with the 

process definition. During the import it is possible to select data to import and 

determine if it will be completely overwritten on the target environment or the 

import should be incremental (only new or modified dictionary data will be 

imported). Data import ends with a report containing a summary of the 

added/modified data in dictionary or document template processes. 

Import creator allows to independently move process definitions and the 

content of dictionary and document template processes. 
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4.26. Moving import packages larger than 128MB  

Import-Export mechanism was improved and can now move import packages 

of size exceeding 128MB. 

This change is especially important when importing the content of a document 

template process which includes many large files. 

4.27. Forcing the SOLR indexation for form fields and item list columns with a defined 

visibility restriction rule 

It is now possible to force the SOLR indexation for form fields and item list columns 

with a defined visibility restriction rule. Due to the need of the system to control 

the data access, form field and item list column values, for which the rule was 

defined, are not added to the SOLR index by default. It means that those values 

are not included in the SOLR search results and cannot be found in the SOLR 

database.  

Newly introduced option allows to force the SOLR indexation despite the visibility 

restriction if the administrator who configures the process decides that the 

access to the data saved on a specific form field shouldn't be restricted and 

values can be displayed in the search results to all the users who have proper 

privileges. 
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4.28. Displaying all connections and data sources used in the process 

A new feature was added in the process configuration which allows to display 

all connections and data sources used in the process. 

This option is available in the context menu of the process tree in the WEBCON 

BPS Designer Studio. 
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4.29. REST action – defining the content of the request as a mapping table 

In the configuration of the invoke REST service action it is now possible to define 

the content of the request as a mapping table (JSON-grid). 

JSON-grid table allows to indicate form fields from which the value will be fed to 

the request. Additionally, for each mapped value it is possible to define a 

business rule which allows to transform or calculate the value fed in the request. 
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4.30. REST action – defining the data type and business rules 

In the configuration of the invoke REST action it is now possible to define the type 

of data and business rules which transform the value of the Web service 

response before feeding it to a selected form field. 

 

 

4.31. REST action – using a Swagger definition 

In the configuration of the “Invoke REST Web service” action it is now possible to 

configure a request based on the definition generated by the Swagger tool. 
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4.32. SAM Account Name" and "NetBIOS Domain Name" variables 

For the "Person or group" form field and for the "Current user" context variable, 

variables "SAM Account Name" and "NetBIOS Domain Name" were added and 

are available in the graphic and text modes of the business rules. Both variables 

are available for the users synchronized with the AD.

 

 

4.33. ATTACHMENTS COUNT function 

Business rules can now use ATTACHMENTS COUNT function which returns the 

number of attachments added to a workflow. 

4.34. GET ATTACHMENTS function 

Business rules are now enhanced with a GET ATTACHMENTS function which allows 

to retrieve ID's of the attachments related to a workflow instance.  

 

This function allows to search for attachments based on the name and the 

extension including categories by using a regular expression or a SQL query. 
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4.35. SELECT VALUES function 

The SELECT VALUES function has been added to business and form rules. It allows 

to retrieve all values from a selected item list column.  

The values are returned as a collection of values. In case of form rules, the 

SELECT VALUES function returns only values visible to the user (values hidden with 

a business rule or a HIDE COLUMN function are not downloaded and the rows 

which are not visible because of the acceptance mode condition are not 

returned). For business rules, the SELECT VALUES function returns both values 

which are visible and hidden to the user. 

In both cases the SELECT VALUES function returns also values which were newly 

added to the item list without the need to save the form. 

 

 

 

4.36. ITEM LIST COUNT and HAS ANY ROWS functions 

Functions ITEM LIST COUNT and HAS ANY ROWS were added to business rules. 

ITEM LIST COUNT function returns the number of rows added to a selected item 

list.  
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HAS ANY ROWS function returns TRUE or FALSE depending whether the indicated 

item list contains any rows.   

4.37. FOR EACH ROW function 

FOR EACH ROW function which allows to iterate over the item list rows was 

added to the form rules.   

 

 

FOR EACH ROW executes a block of operations for all rows of a selected item list. 

Inside the block you can perform both operations on the currently processed 

item list row as well as refer to remaining form fields by reading or modifying their 

values. FOR EACH ROW allows also to use conditional functions changing the 

appearance of the item list cells and to use all operators available in the 

toolbox.  

 

 

 

Using an operation block of a function returning a row value from an item list row 

(i.e. GET ROW VALUE) or a form field value interrupts the execution of the current 

block and starts a block execution for the next row of the list. 
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In this case FOR EACH ROW function will return a value collection consisting of 

values returned from following blocks. 

 

4.38. Functions allowing to define the appearance of the item list cells  

Form rules were enhanced with new functions which allow to define the 

appearance of the item list cells. 

• SET CELL FONT COLOR - changes the font color in the item list cell 

• SET CELL BACKGROUND - changes the background color of the item 

list cell 

• SET CELL FONT DECORATION - sets one of the styles "Italic", "Bold", 

"Underline" for the font in the item list cell 

• SET CELL FONT SIZE - sets the font size in the item list cell 

• SET CELL FONT FAMILY - sets the font in the item list cell 

• SET CELL STYLE - allows you to set a custom CSS style for the item list cell 

 

 

This function can be used in form rules executed on value change, in the item list 

column, and within the FOR EACH ROW function. 

 

4.39. Functions which allow the user to operate on a value  

Business and form rules were enhanced with new functions which allow the user 

to operate on a value collection. 

•   SUM - Returns the sum of all values in the collection 

•   AVG - Returns the average of all values in the collection 
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•   MAX - Returns the largest value in the collection 

•   MIN - Returns the smallest value in the collection 

•   COUNT - Returns the number of values in the collection 

•   DISTINCT - Returns a set of unique values in a collection. 

 

 

4.40. SET FOCUS function 

Form rules were enhanced with a SET FOCUS function which allows to set focus 

on a specific form field displayed on the Modern form. 

 

4.41. GET AT INDEX function 

Business rules and form rules were enhanced with a GET AT INDEX function which 

allows to retrieve values from a value collection.  

4.42. Text transforming functions  

Business and form rules were enhanced with new text transforming functions. 

SPLIT - breaks the provided text into parts according to a specified separator. 

Split text is returned as a collection of text values. 

CONCAT - combines multiple text values into a string. 

SUBSTRING - retrieves a fragment of a specified length from the provided text, 

starting from the specified character.  

4.43. Variable interface language code 

Form rules were implemented with a variable which allows to retrieve the 

language code in which the form is currently displayed. 
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4.44. Data source and connection owner 

Data source and connection configuration were enhanced with the option to 

define its owners and define their availability for applications. 

System administrator and the owner of the data source/connection has 

privileges to modify its configuration and determine if the data 

source/connection is available publicly for all applications or only for selected 

ones. Data source/connection shared with applications can be used by users 

with Application administrator role. 
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4.45. REST API extension 

The REST API interface was improved with methods that allow to handle global 

and process constants. Appropriate methods are available in the API beta. 

/api/data/beta/db/2/admin/connstants 

/api/data/beta/db/2/processes/{idguid}/admin/connstants 

4.46. REST API 3.0 

REST API 3.0 was created. It contains all methods available so far in the REST API 

Beta. 
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5. Bug fixes 

[General] 

• Fixed a documentation generation bug for rules which included STP_ID 

column.  

• Improved the method of checking privileges required to download the list of 

available domains in the AD users list synchronization configuration. Currently 

both the domain and OU lists are downloaded in the context of the user on 

which the synchronization will be performed (user is defined in the 

synchronization configuration on the installer or WEBCON BPS Designer Studio 

levels). 

• Fixed an import-export mechanism error related to the transfer of the usage of 

the global rules parameters.  

• Fixed a WEBCON BPS installer error which caused a lack of proper 

administrator rights to the Designer Studio and Portal. 

• Fixed a bug caused by the use of the "{" sign in custom source configuration. 

• Improved the attachment database selection during import.  

• Fixed a migration error which prevented from loading the IIS application 

creation step.  

• Fixed a bug in the import-export mechanism which caused a global constant 

from another process to be found by it. 

• Fixed a bug in the display of the business rule preview. 

• Fixed an OCR verification error which prevented from learning on a form in the 

Classic mode. 

• Fixed an appearance editing error in the advanced mode in the WEBCON BPS 

Designer Studio. 

• Fixed an error occurring when deleting too many workflow instances by using 

the administration tools in the Designer Studio. 

• Fixed the editability rule (SQL COMMAND) on the item list of the Classic form. 

• Fixed a bug in the address override function in the mass notification 

configuration for the Standalone installation. 

[Portal]  

• Fixed the visibility of import/export buttons depending on user privileges. 

• Fixed the display of the validation/comment error message in the view mode. 

• Fixed the display of a required column on the item list.  

• Improved the substitutions mechanism, now the system administrator can set 

himself as a substitute. 

• Fixed an error preventing from sorting the report by a calculated column.  
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• Fixed a bug which caused the user without appropriate privileges to see 

technical form fields in the search structure.   

 

[Modern form] 

• Fixed an error which occurred when setting dependency of one form field by 

the other when both are using different data sources. 

• Fixed a data source error of dictionary processes and document templates 

which caused the dependent choice field not to set properly. 

• Fixed the choice field validation mechanism and the way it sets target fields in 

the form edit mode.  

• Fixed the message prompt appearing when moving along a path where the 

task is configured to be assigned to any user, but this person needs to be 

provided in a specified field on the form.  

• Fixed a bug related to uploading a translation package and setting the Portal 

language to Chinese.  

• Fixed an error which occurred on an action configured on the menu button 

with displaying a notification before execution and when the prompt 

appeared the cancel button was chosen. 

• Fixed a SET VALUE rule on value change error. 

 

[Processes]  

• Fixed an error where there was no match for the user in the "Administrator" 

field when creating a new application.  

 

[Form fields] 

• Fixed the "Test" button on the configuration window of the data source which 

uses a view. Its use will now mark the data source whose returned columns 

have changed from the previous configuration.  

 

[Actions] 

• Fixed a user synchronization mechanism error which caused a lack of required 

entries. 

• Fixed a OCR learning error if teaching was performed on a field with active 

block merging which were on different pages of the document.  

• Fixed an error in the "OCR AI recognition" action caused by using a single 

quotation mark " ' ".  
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• Fixed an issue that occurred when saving the configuration of a SOAP action. 

This error would cause an unintended GUID changes in the chosen WSDL 

library. 

• Fixed an error which caused the documents to get stuck in the OCR AI 

verification queue due to an excessively long time of transitioning the path. 

• Fixed a barcode printing action error which caused it to take long and 

timeout. 

• Fixed an import-export mechanism error which prevented from transferring the 

process from PROD to DEV environments. 

• Fixed an error of the "Read data from an Excel file" action which occurred 

when trying to add an attachment but the category had a translation.  

  

[Data sources]  

• Fixed a bug which caused the process list in the BPS source configuration not 

to refresh after moving a process from one application to the other. 

• Fixed a bug which occurred when migrating from WEBCON BPS 2017 to 2019 

which caused errors on BPS data sources.   

• The content of the user list synchronization logs was corrected and additional 

information regarding it was provided under the (i) icon.   

 

[Plugins] 

• Fixed an Outlook Add-in error which was related to the selection of a workflow 

where a form field using a SharePoint list was located.  

• Fixed a bug which caused the basic configuration of the “Date and time” 

form field to be ignored if it was customized.  

 

[Web Part] 

• Fixed the display of the vacation diagram on the Gantt chart. 

• Fixed a bug caused by importing the same process, application or 

presentation to another base of the same environment and added a 

mechanism protecting against this situation.  

• Fixed the display of the Web Part responsible for process starting.  

• Filters on reports have been fixed. 

  

[Mobile app] 

• Fixed the display of the version for the Google Play application. Also fixed an 

error which caused profiles to remain on the device after uninstalling the 
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application as well as the error which prevented from logging in after adding 

a new profile. 

• Fixed an iOS application bug which caused an error code 500.  

  

[Service]  

• Fixed a bug which caused entry duplication for the same user in a specified 

group. 

• Fixed a user synchronization error caused by setting a distant date in the 

"Account expires" parameter.   

• Fixed an AAD synchronization error on environments with many on-premise AD 

groups.   

• Fixed a HotMailBox and HotFolder issue caused by a too long path and 

attachment name. 

• Fixed a substitution replacement bug which occurred on databases where this 

function was disabled. 


